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VERTX® ANNOUNCES NEW LINE OF EUROPEAN-INSPIRED  

BAGS & PACKS AT SHOT SHOW 2022 

Ardennes Collection Diversifies Vertx® Bag Line 

 

Cincinnati, Ohio – Vertx®, a leading manufacturer of concealed carry bag and packs, announced the 

launch of its Ardennes Collection of European-inspired bags and packs. The collection is now on display 

at SHOT Show 2022 inside the Vertx® booth, #14253. The full line will be available in Q1 2022 for 

purchase both in-store and online at https://vertx.com/. 

 

“When we created the Ardennes Collection, we wanted to provide a solution to our customers working 

overseas. They came to us with a challenge that when working internationally, our traditional style of bag 

stood out in comparison to what civilians were wearing,” said Denny Bogard, VP/GM of Vertx®. “This 

gave us an opportunity to create something that solves both a specific need and is functional and stylish 

for everyday use.” 

 

The Vertx® Ardennes Collection is designed to resemble classic, European-style bags and packs, while 

maintaining low-profile functionality. Each bag is constructed using water-resistant waxed canvas with 

genuine leather accents to stay consistent with their European styling without losing durability. In keeping 

with the Vertx® DNA, the bags are lined using VELCRO® brand loop, are armor panel compatible and 

have a hidden MOLLE panel. The duffle-style Clipper is the only exception to this. Rather than hidden 

MOLLE and armor panel compatibly, the bag features a false bottom for document storage a padded 

weapon sleeve. There are four bags in total in the collection, the Rover, Holiday, Valet and Clipper. Each 

will be available in Ash Grey. 

 

 
 

 

-more- 

https://vertx.com/


 

The Ardennes Rover: A modern, roll-top style pack that both stylish and expandable for any additions of 

unexpected cargo. 

 

The Ardennes Holiday: This large outdoor pack can carry you through the Alps or through the streets of 

Amsterdam.  

 

 
 

The Ardennes Valet: A professional briefcase-style option for the tools of the trade that need to go 

unnoticed. 

 

The Ardennes Clipper: The jet-set duffle that you can depend on to get you and your gear from point A to 

point B without calling attention. 

 

 

About Vertx® 

Vertx is a premier tactical and outdoor brand for the modern-day Prepared Professional™. Vertx designs 

world-class apparel, bags and packs that are created by the best-in-class designers to combine a low visual 

profile with superior functionality. Since its inception in 2009, Vertx has earned trust among the nation’s 

top operators for exceptional performance, fit and durability. Vertx is a brand of Fechheimer, a Berkshire 

Hathaway Company. For more information, visit www.Vertx.com.  
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